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BY
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1. Introduction. Beginning with work of Kac, Murdock, and Szegö [3]

(see [2] also) several recent works have been concerned with the asymptotic

behavior of the extreme eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices.

Let f(d) be a real valued, Lebesgue integrable function defined on

[—ir, ir]. Let { Cj] be the Fourier coefficients of f(d), i.e.,

The matrix Tn[/] = (C„_y), 5, 7 = 0, 1, •• -, re is called the wth finite section

of the infinite Toeplitz matrix (C,-¡) associated with the function f(9).

We will be concerned with functions f(6) satisfying

Condition A. Let f(d) be real, continuous and periodic with period 2w.

Let min f(B) =/(0) = 0 and let 6 = 0 be the only value of 0 (mod 2tt) for which
this minimum is attained.

Condition A(a). Let a be a positive real number. Let k(a) be the smallest

integer £a/2. Letf(6) satisfy Condition A. Let g(6) = [f(0) ]2*/a. Let g(0) have

2k continuous derivatives in some neighborhood of 0 = 0. Finally, let g(2*}(0)

= <r2>0 be the first nonvanishing derivative of g(0) at 6 = 0.

Note. The a of this work is twice the a we used in [5].

We remark that the conditions/(0) =0 and min/(0) =/(0) are not essen-

tial; see [2; 3 or 8].

The case a = 2 was studied by Kac, Murdock and Szegö [3] who also

studied a related problem for integral operators. Widom [8] also studied the

case a=2 for both the Toeplitz matrices and the related integral operators.

The case a = 4 was studied by us in [4].

In [9] Widom obtained results in the integral operator case for 0<ag2.

Moreover, Widom made a correct conjecture for the case of general a in

that case. The validity of his general conjecture is proven in [l0].

In [5] we studied the Toeplitz matrices for the case where a is an even

integer. We showed that if X„,„ are the eigenvalues of Tn[f] arranged in non-

decreasing order, then for fixed v as re—* 00 we have

(72

(1) (n + 2)«X,,„ -> — A„
a\

where A„ is the vth eigenvalue of
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(1.1) [~(— )1    U - AU = °> Oá*SL

while

(1.1a) £<>>(0) = £7<»(1) = 0, j = 0, 1, • • -, j - 1.

The purpose of this paper is to establish the asymptotic behavior of the

X„,„ for all a. Of course, for a an even integer our results will agree with those

described above. The answer is essentially the same as that obtained by

Widom [lO] except that we are operating in the interval [0, l] rather than

[—1, l]. Specifically we prove

Theorem. Let A„,„ be the eigenvalues of TH\f] arranged in nondecreasing

order. Let fid) satisfy condition A (a). Then, for fixed v as n—»», we have

(1.2) (. + ̂ ^|_J     A„

where Av is the vth eigenvalue iactually the reciprocal of the eigenvalue) of the

integral operator ko(x, y) = 2k(2x— 1, 2y —1) on [0, l] with &(£, r¡) being the

integral operator described by Widom in [10].

The proof is based on the following ideas. As in [5 ] we interpret the prob-

lem as an eigenvalue problem for a finite-difference operator and concern

ourselves (at first) only with weak convergence of the eigenfunctions. The

critical new facets are Widom's [10] explicit estimates on the Fourier trans-

forms of the eigenfunctions of ¿0(x, y) and his observation that it suffices to

work with the Fourier transforms.

Thus, a large part of this work is concerned with estimates on the Fourier

transforms of piecewise-linear functions. These are all collected in §2, sepa-

rate from the proof of the theorem. The proof of the theorem is presented in

§3-
The author is indebted to Professor Widom for many stimulating and

fruitful discussions during the course of this work.

2. Preliminaries. The basic formula which relates the bilinear form gener-

ated by Tn\f] to Fourier analysis is the following:

Lemma 1. Let X=(x,), Y=(y,),j = l,2, • • • ,n + l,be any two (n + 1) vec-

tors. Let Hi6) = 22xie~iie, Gid) = 22y^~w- Then

(2.l) (x, TnY) = — f *fid)Hie)Gie)de,

and
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(2.1a) (X, Y) = — I    H(0)G(6)dd.
1   r*

¿irJ~T

Here we use the conventional "inner product" notation,

(2-lb) (X, Y) = 22*0i-

Proof. Direct computation.

Lemma 2 (Weyl-Courant). Let A be an Hermitian matrix of order re 4-1.

Let po, pi, ■ ■ • , pn be the eigenvalues of A arranged in nondecreasing order. The

pp, v^l, may be characterized by

( (X, AX))
(2.2a) p,=       Max       ^Min---\,

*!.*,.-J+-1 I**»    (X, X) )

where Fi, Y2, • ■ ■ , F„_i is an arbitrary set of v — 1 vectors and X runs over all

nonzero vectors satisfying

(YhX)=0, j = 1,2, - ...v- 1.

Furthermore, for v = 0 we have

(X, AX)
(2.2b) po= Min' •

x^o     (X, X)

Proof. See [l, Chapter l].

It follows from this result that if T and U are two Hermitian matrices

such that (x, 7x) g (x, Ux) for all vectors x, then each eigenvalue of T is less

than or equal to the corresponding eigenvalue of U. Thus, Lemma 1 implies

that if the eigenvalues of Tn[f] are denoted by X,,n and the eigenvalues of

7"n[g] by p„,n, the conditions/(0) gg(0) for all 6 implies X„,„gpF,„ for all vand re.

Hence (see [2; 3]) it suffices to consider functions f(6) of the following

two special forms.

Case 1. a<2k(a).

(2.3a) f(e)=ß\e\"[l+r(d)\,

where r(d) is an even trigonometric polynomial satisfying

(2.3b) r(0) = 0

and

(2.3c) 0 <Po g 1 4-r(0) g p

for two positive constants p0 and pi, while

r <r* -i«
(2.3d) ß =    -

L(2A)U
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Case 2. a = 2kia).

(2.4a) .       fie) =0(1 -cosöHl +/•(<?)],

where r(0) satisfies (2.3b) and (2.3c) while

<T2

(2.4b) 0=2*—-
a!

It will also be useful to have the "dual" of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3 (Poincaré-Ritz). Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2 the \xv may be

characterized by

i iX, Ax))
(2.5) u, =      Min      ^ Max } ,

r1,Tt....J, ( x^o   (X, A) ;

where X is a nonzero vector in the subspace spanned by the v linearly independent

vectors Yx, Y-¡, ■ ■ ■ , Y,.

Proof. The proof follows from a simple modification of the proof of Lemma

2 found in [l].

We now turn to the properties of the eigenfunctions {(p(x) \ of the oper-

ator ¿o(x, y).

Lemma 4. Let {pM(x)} be the eigenfunctions of the integral operator ko(x, y)

while {A„} are the eigenvalues, i.e.,

(2.6) p^ix) = A» {   koix, yW>iy)dy, OgiSl.
J o

Let {$Mi¡-)} be the Fourier transforms of the p"(c). Then

(2.6a) *«'>(*) = 0 for xE [0, lj,

(2.6b) \l;\°'3*l')iS)eLii-«>, co),

(2. 6c) í/ o: < 2£(a) there exists a positive e such that

| f |»/>+«$(»)({) £ L2(-oo, »).

Furthermore, if p(x) is any function which vanishes outside [0, l] with Fourier

transform ^(¿J) satisfying

(2.7a) Ifh'^vöe^-»,*),

¿Aera

(2.7b) f    | í|«*(0*({)d{ = A, f   *({)*(0¿{.
«7-00 "   -X
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Proof. See [lO].

Corollary. If a = 2k(a) then k0(x, y) is the Green's function of the operator

described by (1.1) and (1.1a).

Let D(h) be the forward-difference operator with increment h, i.e.,

(2.8) D(h)G(x) = G(x + h) - G(x).

Lemma 5. Let ß be a positive real number, not an integer. Let g(x) be a func-

tion which vanishes outside [0, l] with Fourier transform G(£). Let \i\ßG(£)

EL2(— oo , =0 ). Let j be the smallest integer which is ^p\ Then

(2.9) f   | D'(h)g(x)\2dx^Chiß.
J -00

Proof. The lemma follows from standard arguments on Fourier trans-

forms; see [7].

Lemma 6. If a = 2k(a) and <j>(x) is an eigenfunction of ko(x, y), then

(2.10) *(*)eCt_i(-oo, oo)

and (¡>(x) has infinitely many derivatives except at x = 0 and x= 1.

Proof. These are well-known properties of these eigenfunctions which

are readily obtained from (1.1) and (1.1a).

Lemma 7. Let {G(,)(£)} be a sequence of functions in L2(— oo, oo) which

converge pointwise to a function G0(£), converge uniformly to G°(£) in every com-

pact subset, and also satisfy

(2.11a) ||G«>|| = 1,

(2.11b) //<"(£) =  | í|»GW(i:) E L,(-*>, oo), ß > 0

and

(2.11c) ||//«'Il g M.

Let y be any number 0gY</3. There is a subsequence {G()/)(£)} which con-

verges strongly to G°(£) and | ?|1,G:(i')(£) also converges strongly to |£|TG°(£).

Of course, this implies that | £| yG°(£)ELi(— <*>, oo).

Proof. Condition (2.11a) implies the existence of a subsequence {G()/)(£) )

which converges weakly to some function, say H(£), and H(^)EL2. However,

by a theorem of Banach and Saks (see [6, §38]) there is a sub-subsequence

whose arithmetic means converge strongly to i/(£). But these arithmetic

means must also converge pointwise to G°(£). Thus G°(£) =i/(£). We now

show that this weakly convergent subsequence converges strongly.

From 2.11c we have
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f   I Ç\w\ GW \2di, + | a\w f | G<« \2d£ g M2,
J— •'IaKIfl

for every a>0. Let a be chosen so that a2ß> M2. Using (2.11a) we obtain

M2

LG«> *d{= 1

However, on   [—a, a] the functions G(j/)(i;) converge uniformly to G°(£).

Hence

C« M2
llGtêJ jG«(ö|^=l--r^-.

Since this holds for all a> Mllß we have

(2.12) ||G°(Ö|| ê 1.

The reverse inequality follows from Fatou's lemma and the strong conver-

gence of the G(,,)(£) to G°(£) follows (see [6, §37]). The proof of the lemma

for 7>0 follows from a simple modification of the above argument.

Let us now interpret the eigenvalue problem T,X = \X as an eigenvalue

problem for a finite-difference operator. Let Ax=l/(ra + 2) and let Xj=jAx,

j = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • be the lattice points on the real axis. For any function

g(x), we denote g(x>) by gy.

Let P„ be the class of piecewise-linear real functions A(x) determined by

their values at Xy which satisfy

(2.13) hj = 0   for   j'gO    and   j ^ n + 2.

We observe that every function hix)EPn corresponds to an (w + l)-vector

H= (Ay), j= 1, 2, • • • , « + 1, and conversely. Let Sn be the operator defined

on £„ by

(0^ re« lin + 2)«Tn\f],        i =1,2, ...ra+1
(2.14) iSnh)j=  < .

I 0, otherwise.

For any two functions A(x), g(x)££„ we define

(2.15) [h,g] = Hx¿2h¡gi = ^x(H,G),

where H and G are the (w + 1) vectors which correspond to h and g respec-

tively.

Lemma 8. Let A(x)££„ and let 7/(0 be its Fourier transform, i.e.,

/°0 p  1

h(x)eixHx =       hix)eixUx.
-oo **  0

Then
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2(1 - cos ¿/(re 4- 2)) r    1

269

(2.17) 7/(0 =
(£/(« + 2))2

-22 vix,{ •
Lre+2^ J

Proof. Direct computation.

Let g(x) be any "smooth" function which vanishes outside [0, l]. We

wish to obtain a sequence of functions gM(x)EP» which converge to g(x).

To this end we define

(2.18) /)7(n+D

0'-l)/(n+l)

i )7(n+D

#*> =• (n + 1)  | g(x)dx.
i)

Lemma 9. Let g(x) and gM(x) be two functions related by (2.18). Let j and r

be any two integers. Then

rx\      /    r   \ 2 4   rK\      (    r   \        I2

(2.19) \D¡ (——)gM(x)   d*g—        \D'(——)g(x)\dx.
J_MI      \re 4-2/ 3 J-«,!      \re 4-1/        I

Proof. Consider

\Di(—r;)*MW dx-
I     \re 4- 2/

It is easy to verify that

(x-*.)*• D'i-)g(S)dS\  dx
LJ <.-l)/(„+l> \» 4-1/ J

/• i«+i r   /• (»+o/(n+D       /    r    \ "I2    1
(x,+ 1-x)2 0,7 Uß)^   ¿A

>. L-/i/(,+i) \« 4- 1/ J     ;

Upon applying Schwarz's inequality and integrating, we find

/. g
2(re + 1)

3(re 4- 2)

U»/(n+l) /     r     \ I2
r''(~z7)g(f) rfi

u-D/(n+i) !      \re -+- 1/

/. (»+l)/(n+l> /      r      \ 2     )
D>(- — )g(t;)    dA

./(n+l) \" 4-1/ 1

The desired conclusion then follows after summing on s.

Lemma 10. Let g(x) be any function which vanishes outside [0, l] with

Fourier transform G(£). Leta<2k(a). Let G(?) satisfy \ £\al2+'G(£)ELi, e>0.

Let gM(x)EPn be the sequence of functions obtained from g(x) by (2.18). Let

G(n>(£) be the Fourier transforms of the gM(x). There is a constant Co depending

only on g(x) such that

(2.20)
/

(n+2).

(n+2)x

{K*     G°°(Ö    *#  g   Co.
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Proof. Lemma 9 and Lemma 5 imply

[August

f    I Z>* ( —^-V<":
J_J       \»+2/8

(x) dx < C
r

n+ 1
^ Ci

»+ 2

for r= 1, 2, ■ • ■ , w + 2. Let 7 = a + e<a + 2e. Let

= ç(x)ö*( —r— )gM(x) = <?(*)

\M + 2/

and let Ç(£) be the Fourier transform of q(x). One may easily verify that

<2(€) Is = 4*

Hence, Parseval's theorem gives

sin"
n+ 2

G<">({) |2.

(2.21)
/(n+i)r/r

-(n+2)x/r

fr
sin* G<»»(0 !¿í á C2

ra+2|

However, in the interval of integration we have

n+ 2

ff
sin

» + 2

2 Cr

» + 2

Hence

| £|2<*>| G'"»|2¿ígC
-Oi+ÎJr/r

However,

11+2 i(k-a-it)

(2.23)

/{n+Z)ir p T| e|»| c^lve g I
-(n+2)ir «7—1

n-

+ 22
»+ 2

-il     r

y-a<*)

[B(r) - B(r+ l)\.

The first term on the right hand side of (2.23) converges to

/ l-eMcN,

and hence is bounded. Since y>a + e the second term also converges as

n—» », and hence is bounded.

This result, together with Lemmas 7 and 8 give the following stronger

result.

Lemma 11. Let g(x), G(£), g(n)(x) o,nd G(n)(£) be as in the preceding lemma.
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Let {t„(£)} be any sequence of functions which converge pointwise to one and

satisfy

(2.24) 0 < po g t.(Ö g pi,

Let

fr.(f)GW(Ö,

í|   = (»+2)x.

(2.25a)

and let

(2.25b)

(Tn(l)G{""»M      0,

*!■>({)"i r.(Ö|{|"G(»>(Ö,

0,

l|   g (» + 2)t

otherwise,

t\   g (« + 2)t

otherwise.

Then, there is a subsequence (re') such that

||ä<-'>(Ö-G(Ö||-*0, aíre'^«,

||Äi"'>(Ö -   I í|aG(|)|| -»0, ai re' -» os.

Proof. Let <r»(¿;) be the particular sequence of functions defined by

[        (€/(» + 2))2 |||g(«4-2)7r

(2.27a)

Notice that for fixed £

(2.27b)

and

(2.27c)

«r.(e =  ]2(1 - cos {/(n-1-2))

0,

<r„(Ö -» 1,

otherwise.

as n —> oo

1 < *s (if- I    g (re 4- 2)x.

Let 0<»>(£)=o-»(S)7/(n)(£)- We have

lie?00 - g||

g|~f |G|2^"|1/2+r f |QW-G|«el    .

The first integral on the right hand side goes to zero as re—> oo. Let / denote

the second integral on the right. Then

/ g (^-) Pi {|~f |GW($)-G(|)|2^]
\2 / (LV |{|s(n+2)i J

(2.28b)
+

[/LV |f|s(n+2)T

2     —11/2

G-G\ dk
Tn0~n ]}
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The first of the integrals converges to zero because the g(B)(x) converge to

g(x) in £2. The second converges to zero because the integrand converges to

zero boundedly. A similar argument gives |[//(n)— G\\—»0.

The functions G(n,(£) are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous and

hence there is a subsequence which satisfies the convergence hypothesis of

Lemma 7. Hence the functions 1/t„(2Cb)(£) =0Y,(£)G(n>(£) also contain a sub-

sequence with those properties. Moreover,

(2.29) r-|k-G(->|l = [sM,ëw]-\\s\\2,
¿r

as can easily be checked by a direct calculation. Lemma 10 and the proper-

ties of <r„ and t„ show that the basic estimate (2.11c) of Lemma 7 is also

satisfied. Using (2.29) instead of (2.11a) we may modify the proof of Lemma

7 to obtain a subsequence («') so that | £|a/2<r„<G(B') converges strongly to

| £|"/2G(£). Then reversing the argument which shows that ||(2(n) — GH—»0 we

obtain a subsequence (ra') so that ||£(B,) — | £|a/2G[|—»0. However, every con-

vergent subsequence must converge to the same limit. Hence

||£<"> -  |?|a/2G|| -»0 as»-» oo.

Lemma 12. Letgix) be any function vanishing outside of [0, l] and satisfying

(2.30) gix) E Ck-ii-*, *)

and g(x) is infinitely differentiable except at 0, 1. Let g(B)(x) be the sequence of

functions obtained from g(x) by (2.18). Let r„ be as in Lemma 11. £Aera

/(n+2)7T (1 - cos £/(w + 2)Y I rnGM \2d£ ̂  M
-(n+î)*

and the truncated functions

(2 31a)    *<»>({) =   i(n + 2)4(1 " C0SS/(W + 2))*/2r"G(n)'       I * I   = (w + 2)x

(. 0, otherwise

converge strongly to (1/2)*'2| £| *G(£).

Proof. Since g(x) has £2 derivatives of order k

cx\   ( i \    r
(w + 2)a|      />*(■-)g(x) \dx£M.

J -x I      \w + 2/        |

Let 3(x) = («+2)*£*(l/(«+2))g(x) and let (?(£) be its Fourier transform.

Then

(2.32) | Q(£)|2 = 2*(ra+ 2)-| 1 - cos {/(» + 2)\k\ G<")|2.

Hence (2.31) follows from Parseval's theorem.
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It is an elementary exercise to verify that

d\"rK\ / d\k       l2
I       (» + 2)kDkgnix) - I — ) g(x)   dx -» 0,

J -oo I \dx/
as n —> oo,

Hence 2*(ra + 2)*(l-cos £/(ra + 2))*'2G<B>(£) converges strongly to |£|*/2G(£).

We now repeat the argument of the first part of Lemma 11 to handle the

factor t„.

3. The proof of the theorem. Remembering that Xj=j/(n+2) we may ex-

press the results of Lemma 1 as

Lemma 13. Let A(x), g(x)££„ and let //(£) and G(£) be their Fourier trans-

forms. Let //=(Ay) and G = (gy) be the associated (ra + 1) vectors. Then

in + 2)"iH,TnG) = in+2)[h,Sng]

(3.1a)        . .      (« + 2)« /•<»+«■>*
[*, S„g] - —:- k(£)]2/(£/(« + 2))ZT(OG(e)áe

2ir       «/ _(n+2)i

arad

J J       /. (n+2)x

(3. lb) [A, g] = —— iH, G) = - k(£)]27?(£)G(Oá£,
w + 2 2ir^_(n+2)T

wAere {cr„(£)} ¿5 iAe sequence of functions defined by (2.27a).

Proof. Direct computation.

With this formula, and the results of the preceding section, one may easily

establish a bound for the quantities (w + 2)0X„,n.

Lemma 14. For every a>0 and every v^l there is a constant M„ depending

only on a and v, such that

(3.2) in + 2)«\,,n ^ M,.

And, in fact,

(3.2a) Lim Sup (» + 2)<%,,n ̂  [a2/(2k)l]«'**A,,.

Proof. Let g(x) be any function which is a linear combination of the

4>u)(x),j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ■ , v, the first v eigenfunctions of A0(x, y). Let {gCn)(x)}

be the functions obtained from g(x) by (2.18) and let {G(n>(£)} be their

Fourier transforms. Let {^»"■'(x)} be the functions obtained from the #(,)(x).

For ny>v one can easily verify that the 4>n,,(x) are linearly independent, and

hence so are their associated ra + 1 vectors. From Lemma 3 we have

\eM SnSM]
(3.3) in + 2)«X,.. è Max L°    '    °    J •

»      [gM, SM]

Let us normalize g(n) so that[g(B), g(n)] = 1. If a<2A(a) we have
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1       /» (n+2)x

(« + 2)«V„áMax- ^|?|a(14-r(|/(re4-2)))[<r„(|)]2|G<")|2^
e     2ir J _(n+2)T

and (3.2) follows from Lemma 10. Moreover, (3.2a) follows from Lemma 11.

If a = 2k(a) we have

(re 4- 2)" r C"+2,T
(re + 2)«X,.„ g Max- J 0(1 - cos(/(n 4-2))*| crn|2| GM\2d£.

g 2lT J_(n-)-2)T

Thus (3.2) and (3.2a) follow from Lemma 12.

Lemma 15. Let \hM(x)j EPn be the eigenfunctions of Sn associated with

(re4-2)aXF,„ normalized so that [h, h] = l. Lemma 14 enables one to select a

subsequence {A(n,)(x)} so that the quantities (re'4-2)aX»,„' converge to a finite

number, say A°. Let {A(n,)(x)} be any stich sequence. Then

o   r t2 T/a
(3.4) A, =    -       Ay,L(2A)lJ

for some j. Moreover, there is a sub-subsequence, which we again call hin)(x),

such that the truncated Fourier transforms converge strongly to <ï>(,)(£). That is, let

(3.5a) (>„<(£) = \      n ,
(      0, otherwise.

Then

He«--*<»ll-*o.
where 4>(i>(|) is the Fourier transform of an eigenfunction </>(,)(x) associated

with Ay.

Proof. Since [hin'\ h(-n')\ = \ the functions G>(£) are uniformly bounded

and equicontinuous. Moreover, using Lemma 13 and (2.27c) we have

(3.5b) «ii s (iy.

Thus we may pick out a subsequence, which we call Qin\ which converges

weakly in L2(— oo, oo), converges pointwise, and converges uniformly on

every finite interval. Just as in Lemma 7 we have

r,     ,       /2\2    m
(3.6) \Q™\*di è ( —J-

J -a \t/        a"

Thus we may conclude: the subsequence Q(n)(£) converges weakly and pointwise

to a nonzero function CK£).

Let g(x) =pii)(x) and let \gM(x)} be the sequence obtained from <p(î) by
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(2.18). Let GM(0 he the Fourier transform of g(n)(x).

For every j we have

(3.7) [|<»>, &*(•>] = in + 2)«X,,n[g<B>, *<•>].

Let a<2kia). Then (3.7) becomes

(n+2)ir

ß{ | t\"x[l + ril/in + 2))] | <rn|2G<->} { \k\al2QM(k)}dk
-OH-««

(3. 7a)
/. (n+2)ir

=   (»+2)«X,,„ |   (Tn\2G^Q^dt
«7 _(n+2)T

The basic estimate (3.2) allows us to select a sub-subsequence for which the

functions | £| a/2(7(B)(£) also converge weakly, and hence pointwise, etc.

Lemma 11 assures us that the functions | £| a/2[l+r(£/(ra + 2))]|o-„| 2G(b)(£)

converge strongly to | £| a'2$(',(£). Hence we find

(3.8) Cß\ir$ü)(e)5(e)df = a! rV^ë^.
«7-00 «7—00

Thus, Lemma 4 implies that either A° = /8Ay for some j or Qi$¡)=0. But

()(£)^0. Thus, in this case, (3.4) is verified. Looking at (3.8) once more we

see that (?(£) =*"'(£)• Finally

[h    , Snh    ] = (n + 2) Xv,„ -» A,

and (3.4) implies that [| | £| a/i!í2(B)[|-»|| | £| a/2<2[| which implies the strong con-

vergence of | £| <*'2Ç;(B) and a fortiori the strong convergence of QM.

Now let a = 2k(a). Then (3.7) becomes

/(n+2)ir
ß{il -cos£/(ra + 2))*/2|<rn|2G(B>}

(3.9)
■{(I - cosy(n + 2)yi2Q^(t))dt

= in + 2)»X,., f |<7„|2G<B>o(n,¿í.
«7_(n+2)r

The desired conclusion now follows precisely as above, making use of Lemma

12 rather than Lemma 11.

Our proof is almost complete. We must only show

T2   \a/2*

<i2k)\)
(3.10) A?=(—- )     A,.

\(2*)!/

For v=l this follows from Lemma 14 and the chosen ordering of the A,.

The general case follows by induction. It is only necessary to use the orthog-
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onality properties of the eigenfunctions \hM(x)}, {<7>(,)}. A more thorough

argument may be found in [lO].
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